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Kiev (Kyiv) 

 
Metro (Tube, Underground) in Kyiv is one of the cheapest in the world, effective and 
well developed. Entrances to underground stations are marked by sign “M”. 
 
Taxi in Kyiv is rather cheap. Typical price from airport should not exceed 160-180 UAH, 
an average trip in Kyiv costs 40-70 UAH. The best way is to call taxi by phone. Drivers on 
street could ask much more. 
 
Telephony To use public phones you should buy telephone card (ask in news-stalls, post 
offices, metro stations). You can bay (without any documents) a mobile phone number for 
20–50 UAH, and then to add money on your account by buying a phone card or in a 
special machines. There are a lot of points where you can buy a number, cards. We would 
suggest the Kyivstar and MTC companies as the most popular in Ukraine. 
 
Meal There are a lot of restaurants, cafes, pizzerias in Kyiv. One would not say it is cheap. 
If you find a place where you can eat for 80-130 UAH it is not so expensive 
 
Ukraine is a fast developing country. Despite considerable progress of last years, 
we have still a lot of different economic and social problems. You are kindly 
requested to be careful during your stay in Ukraine 
 
 
Contact phones of peoples (the Lepton Physics Department, INR Kyiv) involved 

in the workshop organization: 
 

Fedor Danevich   525 1111 (office), 287 7170 (home), 8_097-352 2837 (mob) 
 
Vladimir Tretyak  525 2210 (office), 8 066 741 2628 (mob) 
 
Andrew Nikolaiko  525 5283 (office), 8_067-965 4920 (mob) 
 
Vladislav Kobychev  525 1111 (office), 8_050-906 6790 (mob) 
 
Valentyna Kudovbenko  525 5283 (office), 8_097_643 0173 (mob) 
 
Denys Poda   525 5283 (office), 8_097_510 8967 
 
Oksana Polischuk  525 1111 (office), 8_097_797 7261 (mob) 
 
Ruslan Podviyanuk  525 5283 (office), 8_097-352 2837 (mob) 

 
Dmitry Chernyak  525 1111  (office), 8_096_957 3478 (mob) 


